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Open Mind

Breakthrough Plus 2nd edition

Straightforward Second edition 

Straightforward Second edition  
Split edition

Global

New Inside Out

Move

Dr Rachael Fionda

“I’d recommend Open Mind to 
other directors and schools, as 
well as to students studying at 
home. The bottom line is we want 
our students to be happy and 
motivated and if we can create 
a context where that happens, 
then students will learn. Open 
Mind helps us achieve our goals of 
being learner-centred and being 
motivational and inspirational.” 

Dr Rachael Fionda,  
Director of Studies
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Case study  
Swan English Language Training, Dublin, Ireland
Swan English Language Training is a medium-sized school in central Dublin, which focuses on exam courses and general 
English. We have students here from lots of di�erent countries worldwide – which makes it a very animated and diverse 
school. A lot of them are looking for employment in the long term, so they need to learn English for the workplace. 

We’ve been using Open Mind Intermediate for several months for our general English courses. We like the fact that 
it focuses on academic and professional skills, which is something that all our students want. It introduces students 
to independent learning in a relevant way – they can see themselves using the language outside of the school, for 
example in their professional lives. Lots of our students have high academic aspirations too, and they can see it being 
used in their future academic lives. We’ve had amazing feedback so far from our students, and teachers are also very 
keen on Open Mind – even the ones who don’t usually like coursebooks! We teachers really like the life skills sections 
for the same reasons as the students.

One of the things we like is the structure, which is very clear and distinct. We like the fact that there’s an emphasis upon 
students using the language first, and then reflecting on how they use it, so that when we’re doing the grammar activities, 
students will already have experienced the grammar in use. Our students enjoy the opportunity to communicate with 
each other and to talk a lot. At the same time, the course addresses important writing and reading skills. 
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Open Mind

for you

• Teach straight from the page, with easy-to-
implement lessons – fun to teach and learn with

• Your lesson, your choice of material, whether 
you choose to have students study using digital 
materials such as the Online Workbook or the 
print counterpart

• Maximises class time by using the optional 
‘flipped classroom’ approach encouraging 
students to use the Online Workbook* at home

• Save marking time and chart progress quickly 
and easily with automated scoring

• Access valuable resource material online and 
the Presentation Kit via the Teacher’s Resource 
Centre, in one easy-to-use location, anytime 
and on computers or tablet devices, as well as 
o�ine downloadable options

www.macmillanenglish.com/open-mind

*The Online Workbook is available as part of the Student’s Book Premium Pack, Digital 
Student’s Book Pack, Teacher’s Book Premium Plus Pack or as a standalone component

**The Presentation Kit is downloaded from the Teacher’s Resource Centre and accessed with 
a code included in the Teacher’s Book Premium Plus Pack

Enjoy the best combination of digital and print material and free 
up your class time to focus more on your students’ communicative 
needs. This truly flexible new course gives you a balance between 
preparation, teaching and marking. Your adult learners need language 
instruction and the life skills to be successful outside the classroom. 
Open Mind meets that need, and even more so now with its new 
Digital Student’s Book options as an alternative to the print course.

Enjoy the best combination of digital and print material and free 
up your class time to focus more on your students’ communicative 
needs. This truly flexible new course gives you a balance between 
preparation, teaching and marking. Your adult learners need language 
instruction and the life skills to be successful outside the classroom. 
Open Mind
Digital Student’s Book

NEW
component

STEVE TAYLORE-KNOWLES • MICKEY ROGERS • JOANNE TAYLORE-KNOWLES •  

DOROTHY E. ZEMACH • INGRID WISNIEWSKA

The Digital Student’s Book o�ers a smart and versatile 
learning environment, available wherever you may be. 

Includes:

• page-faithful material with zoom features
• interactive activities with automated scoring
• annotation options
• embedded audio, video and answer keys

Using American English?
Open Mind is also 
available in American 
English as the Mind 
series 2nd edition – 
comprising openMind 
and masterMind.

SRC

Student’s  
Resource Centre

TRC

Teacher’s  
Resource Centre

Presentation  
Kit

Video Audio  
Component

SB

Digital  
Student’s Book

OWB

Online  
Workbook

British  
English

NEW
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A1   C1

for your students

• Life-skills features in every unit develop 21st-century 
skills for students’ working, academic or personal lives

• Regular recycling of skills and functions plus focus 
on functional language builds confidence

• Collaborative and autonomous studying 
opportunities take advantage of the peer- and self-
assessment in the speaking and writing sections

• Inductive grammar coverage with step-by-step 
analysis of form and function and additional 
grammar reference sections for easy review

• Online Workbook* consolidates the course 
material and provides instant feedback and 
progress checks 

• Student’s Resource Centre includes wordlists, CEFR 
checklists and all the listening and video material, 
with captions and scripts as well as downloadable 
worksheets to help them study in their own time

author snapshot: Steve Taylore-Knowles

Steve has been involved in ELT for over 20 years as a 
teacher, examiner, trainer and author. His most recent 
courses are the Mind series and Open Mind. He has also 
written many other successful courses including Laser for 
teenagers and Destination.

Steve was on the Executive Board of TESOL Greece and 
presents on di�erent ELT topics and methodology at 
conferences worldwide. Steve is based in Bolton in the UK.

Digital Student’s 
Book Premium Pack

Digital Student’s 
Book Pack

Student’s Book 
Premium Pack

Student’s Book Pack Teacher’s Book 
Premium Plus Pack

Online  
Workbook*

Workbook + CD 
(+ Key)

Workbook + CD 
(– Key)

Beginner (A1) 9780230494787 9780230494770 9780230458154 9780230458277 9780230495319 9780230458789 9780230458369 9780230458420
Elementary (A2) 9780230494824 9780230494817 9780230458109 9780230458284 9780230495326 9780230458734 9780230458437 9780230458376
Pre-intermediate (B1) 9780230494862 9780230494855 9780230458116 9780230458291 9780230495333 9780230458741 9780230458383 9780230458444
Intermediate (B1+) 9780230494909 9780230494893 9780230458185 9780230458307 9780230495340 9780230458697 9780230458451 9780230458390
Upper Intermediate (B2) 9780230494947 9780230494930 9780230458192 9780230458253 9780230495357 9780230491984 9780230458406 9780230458468
Advanced (C1) 9780230494985 9780230494978 9780230458208 9780230458260 9780230495364 9780230492011 9780230458413 9780230458475
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View testimonials and case studies for Open Mind  
at www.macmillanenglish.com/reviews/open-mind

A student’s experience of learning English has to be seen in the wider context of their whole 
education. In developing Open Mind, we have carefully integrated two aspects of this:  
1) learning English needs to be personalised, and  
2) the student needs to develop life skills in preparation for using English in the real world 
beyond the classroom.

Steve Taylore-Knowles, Open Mind co-author

Create a heads-up communicative 
classroom by using the Open Mind 
Presentation Kit** on interactive 
whiteboards with embedded audio, 
pop-up answers, videos and other 
invaluable tools.

The Presentation Kit is a brilliant piece of software. 
On the very rare days when I have to teach in a 
classroom without it, I miss having it a lot!

Shane Rynhart, Teacher,  
Cavendish School, Bournemouth, UK.

Open Mind  
Intermediate Digital 
Student’s Book

Open Mind Advanced Presentation Kit
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for you

• Using the tried and tested teaching-friendly structure of the original series, 
Breakthrough Plus 2nd Edition includes new focused sections which allow you to 
adapt the core material to the needs of each class and to keep students motivated

• All your resources in one easy-to-access location: Teacher’s Presentation Kit 
for interactive whiteboards, an online Teacher’s Resource Center containing 
additional resources and photocopiable material and a Test Generator to 
customise testing options

• Natural language presented and practised througout, via clear, contextualised and 
achievable tasks

• Broad, international, cross-cultural 
themes to ensure all your 
students can be 
engaged

Breakthrough Plus 2nd Edition contains up-to-date content, a fresh 
design and a new Workbook component. This flexible, content-rich course 
covers high-interest themes and cross-cultural international English in a 
thorough but accessible way.

Breakthrough Plus
2nd Edition

for your students

• NEW print Workbook to help practise  
language and skills

• Students can access and download 
videos and audio and other resources 
from their Student’s Resource Center, 
providing flexibility

• Additional video material for each series, 
including conversations, interactive real life 
exchanges, and interviews with integrated tasks 

• Exposure to authentic communication using 
the ‘In your words’ sections, which include 
a range of engaging tasks that also recycle 
grammar and vocabulary

• New Presentation skills sections teach  
students how to present successfully in English

Student’s Book Workbook Pack* Teacher’s Book 
Premium Pack 

Intro level 9781380001177 9781380003294 9781380002037
Level 1 9781786328571 9781380003096 9781380001672
Level 2 9781380001115 9781380003140 9781380001764
Level 3 9781380001139 9781380003195 9781380001863
Level 4 9781380001153 9781380003249 9781380001955

Student’s Book
Miles Craven

2nd Edition

Breakthrough
PLUS

3
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NEW

*Workbook Pack contains webcode access to Student’s Resource Center.

SRC

Student’s  
Resource Center

TRC

Teacher’s  
Resource Center

Presentation  
Kit

Video Audio  
Component

Test G enerator American  
English Please note: Breakthrough Plus original  

edition is also available: for ISBNs, please see  
www.macmillanenglish.com/breakthroughplus

Welcome to the second edition of Breakthrough Plus – Macmillan’s best-selling course for 
young adult and adult learners. Packed with fun communicative activities, this practical course 
aims to boost learners’ confidence to help them communicate in English across a wide range  
 of everyday situations. We’ve integrated video throughout the series, included skills  
 tips and updated content, and even added a new presentation section to provide a  
 rich, blended learning experience that’s a pleasure to teach and learn from.

 Miles Craven, Breakthrough Plus 2nd Edition author

Broad, international, cross-cultural 
themes to ensure all your 
students can be 
engaged

including conversations, interactive real life 
exchanges, and interviews with integrated tasks 

using 
the ‘In your words’ sections, which include 
a range of engaging tasks that also recycle 

students how to present successfully in English www.macmillanenglish.com/breakthroughplus2

Breakthrough Plus 2nd Edition   
Student’s Book Level 2
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for you

• Intuitive format with a teach-straight-o�-the-page 
layout: experienced teachers can pick out key sections 
or focus on specific language points via the interlinked 
lessons format and the consistent unit structure

• Now also available in a split edition with combined 
Student’s Book and Workbook, and a Teacher’s Book 
split edition with Audio CD

• A series of five methodology videos as part of your 
teacher’s resources from methodology expert Jim 
Scrivener’s Learning Teaching 3rd Edition

• Extra material and resources for classes, including 
teaching tips, photocopiable material and tests

• Video material from the BBC and ITN with worksheets 
and additional videos to help extend lessons to fit 
your timetable

• Straightforward Digital Disk for interactive 
whiteboards allows you to deliver dynamic classes

An easy-to-use, methodical approach to teaching English – 
just as the title says! You’ll find an emphasis on multi-skill teaching, 
and the series o�ers students a structured, easily-delivered grammar 
syllabus. Now also available in a Student’s Book & Workbook 
combined split-edition format, including Workbook audio.

PHILIP KERR • LINDSAY CLANDFIELD • CERI JONES • ROY NORRIS A1   C1

Straightforward Second Edition

www.macmillanstraightforward.com

Full edition Student’s Book Student’s Book  
+ Practice Online  

Access + eBook Pack

Workbook  
(+ Key) + CD

Workbook  
(– Key) + CD

Beginner 9780230422957 9781786327598 9780230422971 9780230422964
Elementary 9780230423053 9781786327611 9780230423060 9780230423077
Pre-intermediate 9780230414006 9781786327642 9780230423169 9780230423152
Intermediate 9780230423244 9781786327659 9780230423268 9780230423251
Upper Intermediate 9780230423343 9781786327673 9780230423350 9780230423367 
Advanced 9780230423442 9781786327697 9780230423466 9780230423459

Teacher’s Book  
+ Student’s eBook  

+ Practice  
Online Access

Class Audio CD Straightforward 
Digital for IWBs 

(single user)

Straightforward 
Digital for IWBs  
(multiple user)

Beginner 9781786327604 9780230423022 9780230424166 9780230424159
Elementary 9781786327628 9780230423121 9780230424227 9780230424210
Pre-intermediate 9781786327635 9780230423220 9780230424272 9780230424289
Intermediate 9781786327666 9780230423329 9780230424340 9780230424333
Upper Intermediate 9781786327680 9780230423428 9780230424395 9780230424401
Advanced 9781786327703 9780230423510 9780230423589 9780230423596

Split editions Student’s Book  
Split edition +  

Workbook Audio CD

Teacher’s Book  
+ Audio CD

  CEFR  
  level

Starter Level   A1+ 9781786329912 9781786325587
Level 1A   A2 9781786329929 9781786320353
Level 1B   A2+  9781786329936 9781786320360
Level 2A   B1 9781786329943 9781786320469
Level 2B   B1+ 9781786329950 9781786320452
Level 3A   B1++ 9781786329967 9781786320568
Level 3B   B2 9781786329974 9781786320551
Level 4A   B2+ 9781786329981 9781786320650
Level 4B   C1 9781786329998 9781786320667

for your students

• New eBook with interactive audio: a page-faithful, 
electronic version of the print Student’s Book for use 
on a laptop, PC or tablet* 

• Signposting and sca�olded language instruction for 
clear progression

• Integrated downloadable CEFR material with self-
assessment opportunities, language portfolios and 
clear learning objectives

• Extensive productive skills development and practice 
through the language input lessons and extra 
communication pages

• Neat easy-to-implement lessons focus on the 
di�erent functions and skills for a complete language 
and skills syllabus

Perfect Partners: 
Learning Teaching  
3rd Edition and Teaching 
English Grammar – 
methodology books  
by Jim Scrivener. See p87.

View testimonials and case studies for this course and 
others at www.macmillanenglish.com/case-studies

*Check with your Macmillan representative 
about availability in your region

NEW
+eBook

DVD-ROM Video Audio  
Component

IWB eBook av ailable British  
English

Macmillan  
Pra ti e nline

Straightforward Practice Online

Give students the opportunity to practise 
their language online with interactive 
exercises, BBC and ITN videos, and a 
markbook that gathers their scores, also 
viewable by the teacher.
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for your students

• New eBook with interactive audio: a page-faithful, electronic 
version of the print Coursebook for use on a laptop, PC or tablet* 

• Information-rich topics which university students and other 
adult learners will enjoy – this course is designed to appeal to 
their curiosity about the world and encourage critical thinking

• Exposure to global English through ‘Global Voices’ –  
a series of authentic recordings to support e�ective 
communication between both native and non-native speakers

• David Crystal’s ‘Global English’ sections help students 
discover and appreciate the more linguistic and academic 
aspects of the English language

• The award-winning eWorkbook allows independent study 
with a variety of self-study audio and video materials

A1   C1

This award-winning general English course for adults 
gives you thought-provoking content and a sophisticated 
approach. Your students get challenging and intelligent 
topics with activities that build cross-cultural awareness.

Global

for you

• Teacher’s Book Pack with everything you need for 
planning and delivering classes, including useful 
background information, language notes, lesson plans 
and essays from leading ELT and educational specialists

• Additional photocopiable material and activity ideas as 
well as diagnostic placement and progress tests on the 
accompanying Teacher’s Resource Disc

• The eWorkbook with markbook allows your busy 
adult students to keep up with activities they may 
have missed in class

• Interactive Whiteboard material for you to create a 
collaborative and communicative classroom

• Access even more resource material to engage 
your students, including free-to-search-and-use 
e-lessons, sample units, and videos and audio via the 
Global website

• Infographics and lesson plans for further practice 
available via www.onestopenglish.com or in the 
Global archives

www.macmillanglobal.com

Do your students need a business 
dimension to their English?  
The Global Business Class eWorkbook 
provides extra business-specific material 
for self-study. Available on its own or as 
part of the Global Coursebook. For more 
information see p73.

Coursebook 
+ eBook Pack

Coursebook  
+ eWorkbook  
+ eBook Pack

Class Audio CDs Teacher’s Book  
+ Resource CD  

+ Student’s eBook

Beginner 9781380001009 9781786327420 9780230032866 9781786327413 
Elementary 9781380001016 9781786327437 9780230032958 9781786327444
Pre-intermediate 9781380001023 9781786327451 9780230033139 9781786327468
Intermediate 9781380001030 9781786327475 9780230033047 9781786327482
Upper Intermediate 9781380001047 9781786327505 9780230033221 9781786327499 
Advanced 9781380001054 9781786327512 9780230033313 9781786327529

Workbook + CD 
(+ Key)

Workbook + CD 
(– Key)

Global Digital  
for IWBs 

(single user)

Global Digital for 
IWBs (multiple user)

Beginner 9780230430181 9780230430198 9780230032903 9780230407695
Elementary 9780230430211 9780230430228 9780230032996 9780230407701
Pre-intermediate 9780230430242 9780230430259 9780230033177 9780230407718
Intermediate 9780230430280 9780230430273 9780230033085 9780230407725
Upper Intermediate 9780230430310 9780230430303 9780230033269 9780230407732
Advanced 9780230430334 9780230430341 9780230033351 9780230407671

Coursebook 
+ Business Class 
eWorkbook Pack

Business Class 
eWorkbook  

(stand-alone)

Pre-intermediate 9780230443747 9780230443754
Intermediate 9780230443761 9780230443778
Upper Intermediate 9780230443785 9780230443792
Advanced 9780230444621 9780230444638

View testimonials and case studies for this course and 
others at www.macmillanenglish.com/case-studies

LINDSAY CLANDFIELD • AMANDA JEFFRIES • JACKIE MCAVOY •  

KATE PICKERING • REBECCA ROBB BENNE

*Check with your Macmillan representative about availability in your region

NEW
+eBook

Teacher’s 
Resource  

DVD-ROM

Video Audio  
Component

IWB eWorkbook eBook av ailable British  
English
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www.macmillanenglish.com/move

Move o�ers a short topic-based unit structure ideal for short intensive or 
refresher courses. Using a discovery-based approach to vocabulary and grammar, 
Move emphasises achievable language acquisition and practice for learners with 
limited classroom time.

for you

• Comprehensive all-in-one Teacher’s Book 
containing teacher’s notes, teaching tips and 
photocopiable activities

• Editable testing material for unit and progress 
assessment is on the included Test CD

• Online video lessons and accompanying 
worksheets for di�erent levels ensure your 
students get the additional practice they need

• Recycling and reviewing of key language 
points through the ‘Grammar Extra’ sections

Using a meaningful presentation, practice and communication format, New Inside Out 
takes a fun and lively approach to teaching adults and young adults. Millions of students 
around the world have used the English skills from New Inside Out to do business, improve 
their career prospects and make new friends.

LEVELA1   C1

Move

New Inside Out

Student’s Book  
+ eBook Pack

Workbook  
(+ Key)  

+ Audio CD Pack

Workbook  
(– Key)  

+ Audio CD Pack

Teacher’s Book  
+ Test CD  

+ Student’s eBook

Class Audio CD Inside Out  
Digital for IWBs  

(single user)

Inside Out  
Digital for IWBs 
(multiple user)

Beginner 9781786327291 9781405070607 9781405070614 9781786327307 9781405070560 9781405099479 9780230400153
Elementary 9781786327321 9781405085984 9781405085991 9781786327314 9781405086004 9781405099509 9780230400160
Pre-intermediate 9781786327345 9781405099646 9781405099554 9781786327338 9781405099578 9781405099561 9780230400177
Intermediate 9781786327369 9780230009097 9781405099684 9781786327352 9781405099707 9781405099691 9780230400184
Upper Intermediate 9781786327383 9780230009233 9780230009158 9781786327376 9780230009172 9780230009165 9780230400191
Advanced 9781786327390 9780230009363 9780230009288 9781786327406 9780230009301 9780230009295 9780230400207

www.insideout.net

for you

• The flexible and easy-to-use coursebook comes in 
three self-contained topic-based modules per level, 
providing a minimum of 15 hours of core material, 
ideal for summer or holiday courses

• Extra resources and teaching notes in the Teacher’s 
Book extend the content of the Move syllabus to longer 
courses with fewer teaching hours over a term

for your students

• The motivating topics and communicative approach 
means students can use the language in a more 
meaningful, personalised way

• Extra practice or revision via the self-study CD-ROM

• Additional practice for each module, plus wordlists 
and reference pages allowing students to learn in their 
own time

Coursebook  
+ CD-ROM

Teacher’s Book Class Audio CD

Elementary 9781405095129 9781405022958 9781405022972
Pre-intermediate 9781405086141 9781405003162 9781405003186
Intermediate 9781405086165 9781405003292 9781405003315
Upper Intermediate 9781405086189 9781405003421 9781405003445
Advanced 9781405095143 9781405022996 9781405023016

Live from London – a series of 
innovative podcasts featuring 
interviews with members of the 
public comes with downloadable 
worksheets to use in class or give 
as homework. Available through 
www.onestopenglish.com

A1+   C1BILL BOWLER • JON HIRD • ANGELA HOLMAN • SUE KAY • PETER MAGGS • BRUCE MILNE • 

SUE PARMINTER • JENNY QUINTANA • REBECCA ROBB BENNE • BARBARA WEBB

for your students

• New eBook with interactive audio: a page-faithful, electronic  
version of the print Student’s Book for use on a laptop, PC or tablet* 

• A strong emphasis on personalisation throughout the series ensures 
involvement and engagement

• Additional practice and extension activities which consolidate the 
language are available through the CD-ROM in the Student’s Book Pack

• New Inside Out Practice Online can be used for self-study while providing 
feedback and progress checks through a student’s markbook, also accessible 
by teachers

• Real-world language input via the ‘Useful Phrases’ and ‘Vocabulary Extra’ sections

NEW
+eBook

SUE KAY • VAUGHAN JONES • CERI JONES • TANIA BASTOW • AMANDA JEFFRIES 

Student’s  
CD-ROM

Teacher’s Test 
CD-ROM

Video

Audio  
Component

IWB eBook av ailable

British  
English

Macmillan  
Pra ti e nline

Student’s  
CD-ROM

Audio  
Component

British  
English

*Check with your Macmillan 
representative about availability 
in your region


